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Executive Summary

Task Force Purpose, Membership and Approach

• Purpose
•

To review UNFC resource specifications and provide recommendations on
consistency, clarity and ease of use, updating for UNFC (2019) and on a
common glossary. This will provide input to the Working Groups in updating
resource specifications, and to TAG reviewers when reviewing the updates

• Membership
•

• all TAG WGs were invited to be represented
• 13 members (see title slide) from most of the WGs
Approach
• Regular TF calls to review progress, discuss issues and agree plan. The
•
•
•
•

Secretariat (Charlotte Griffiths and Hari Tulsidas) joined many of the calls
The published and draft resource-specific specifications, available up to October
2020, were reviewed for consistency with UNFC (2019), clarity and ease of use,
and considered in learning lessons and making recommendations
Sub-teams worked on different aspects i) Scope, Contents and Structure, ii) EFG
Axis, iii) Glossary and Abbreviations
The draft report was sent to TAG WGs for comment
The Task Force reviewed, discussed and agreed the I report
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Executive Summary

How Work of 3 Sub-teams Fits Together

UNFC (2019) and
Guidance Documents

Scope, Contents and Structure Subteam
• Recommend the appropriate
scope, similar content and
structure of the resource-specific
specifications and where
flexibility or additional resourcespecific-content may be
appropriate.

Resource-specific
Specifications

EFG Axis Sub-team
• Identify inconsistencies between
UNFC 2019 and resource
specifications in terms of supporting
explanations and guidance for E, F
and G categories. Recommend
common terminology, content, level of
detail and format, and where flexibility
or additional resource-specific content
may be appropriate.

Definitions and Guidance
Sub-team
• Propose which concepts and terms
should be defined in a common
glossary and which in resourcespecific texts and glossaries. Propose
on what aspects guidance should be
provided in the resource-specific
specifications. Recommend common
definitions, guidance
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Recommendation to Harmonize UNFC docs
Incremental approach to achieve consistency and clarity
• common terminology; harmonized scope, contents & structure; EFG definitions
Now

Medium-term

v1.0

v2.0 – limited harmonization,
incremental update of
current resource-specific
specifications

Long-term

v3.0 – full harmonization and
simplification, significant
revision of all UNFC
documents
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Executive Summary

Summary of Recommendations

Version v2.0 – limited harmonization, incremental update of current resource-specific specifications
• Terminology: Develop and adopt common glossary. Update terminology, axis names, class and

Resourcespecifc
specifications

•

•
•

sub-class names to be consistent with UNFC (2019). (A draft Glossary is proposed in the report.)
Scope, contents structure: reorganize current contents - harmonized titles, common contents
page + optional sub-headings in each resource-specific specification. Reorganise content of
current resource-specific specifications, but fit into new common structure. Reference/add any
missing common content.
EFG definitions: Align with 2019 UNFC. Ensure that they are still fit for purpose and amend if
necessary. Follow examples of good practice in current documents. Harmonize across resources

.

Resourcespecifc
specifications

•

• UNFC (2019) and guidance documents: no change from current versions
Version v3.0 – full harmonization and simplification, significant revision of all UNFC documents
• Terminology: Same as v2.0. Develop and adopt common glossary. Update terminology, axis
•
•

•

names, class and sub-class names to be consistent with UNFC (2019).
Scope, contents structure: More significant revision that v2.0. Revise current contents to have
common contents pages and only include functional requirements. Add case studies or generic
examples?
EFG definitions: More significant revision than v2.0. Adopt a similar level (quality and format) of
additional explanation for EFG categories for each resource-specific specification. Could we
provide universal E axis guidance? Eliminate repetition of EFG text already contained in UNFC
and focus specifications on sector specific guidance.
UNFC (2019) and guidance documents: Revise - incorporate all common material into updated
UNFC (2019). If EFG decision trees are deemed useful, they can be at the UNFC guidance level.
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Executive Summary

Benefits, Limitations/Costs of Updates

Version v2.0 – limited harmonization, incremental update of current resource-specific specifications, no

changes to UNFC (2109)
• Achieves consistency of terminology with UNFC (2019); some harmonization
• Easy and rapid to implement: no change to UNFC (2019), each resource-specific specification can
be updated and published when ready, primary changes are terminology and reorganisation
• Opportunity to make incremental improvements to resource-specific specifications e.g. adopt good
practice from other documents, no longer require Generic Renewable Specifications
• Harmonization is limited, UNFC documents remain quite complex to use, current weaknesses of
UNFC (2019) not addressed. Some hesitant to adopt because of these weaknesses.
Version v3.0 – full harmonization and simplification, significant revision of all UNFC documents
• Achieves much greater level of harmonization, simplification and ease of use of UNFC and
resource-specific specifications. Makes future updates easier.
• Requires more work and more coordination between WGs: agreeing significant changes to
organise content between documents and to achieve as much consistency as possible
• Opportunity to make substantive updates to correct current weaknesses in UNFC (2019), and align
with requirements of UNRMS which may emerge. UNFC (2019) was a light touch update of UNFC
(2009) which focussed on updating terminology. The possibility of a future substantive update was
recognised at the time.
• Possible substantive updates: allow additional project metrics, distinguish between projects and
assets, move “commitment” to E axis from F1.2, add granularity to E2, address concerns that
E3.1 is not a maturity sub-category, remove G4 and use G1/2/3 as F3 identifies Prospective
Projects, add F4.4 for notional/undefined projects using existing technologies, add information on
barriers, address implications of the change in view of quantities from “in-place” in UNFC (2009)
to “not produced” in UNFC (2019).
• Making substantive updates may be disruptive to users and undermine adoption.
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Executive Summary

Recommended Next Steps for Implementation
Develop v2.0 then v3.0, Define Update Strategy

New TF finalize common glossary
2 WGs pilot v2.0
1 renewable (e.g. geothermal) &
1 other resource specification
New TF define v3.0
• Contents of revised UNFC
(2019) and resource-specific
specifications defined
• Work required to move all
docs to v3.0 defined
Jan 2021

Develop and publish v2.0 asap e.g. Sep 2021. Some may
take longer if a WG lacks active members

v3.0: full harmonization and simplification, revision of all UNFC documents
Develop v3.0 updates of UNFC (2019), guidelines and resource-specific
specifications.
Earliest publication Sep 2023?

April 2021

• EGRM agree UNFC update
strategy to address ease of
use, stability, alignment with
needs and practice (5yr
update recommended for
highest-level documents)
Back to contents page

v2.0: limited harmonization, incremental update of current
resource-specific specifications. No change to UNFC (2019)

Sep 2021
•
•

Sep 2022

Sep 2023

In the short term it is important to achieve alignment of all
resource-specific specifications. So v2.0 required soon
In the longer-term it is important to achieve simplification
of UNFC for ease of use and future updating and to
decide whether substantive changes are required. So
v3.0 will be required
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Scope, Content and
Structure
Review and
Recommendations
Sigurd Heiberg, Felix Bob Ocitti,
Ulrich Kral, Alistair Jones

EGRM Task Force for the review of
UNFC Resource Specifications
December 2020

Problem Statement

Lack of harmonization: Structure
Notable differences (structure and
content):
•
Geothermal: uses Introduction for
Definitions, use of Decision Tree
Bioenergy: EFG tables in both
•
Section III and Annex I
Solar: Section IV on applying solar
•
specifications.; Appendices on USA
Solar Resources (I), Similar
classification methodologies (II),
Technical Risk (III)
Wind: Annex with worked generic
•
examples
Anthropogenic: EFG tables with
•
interpretation of UNFC-2009 terms
(At this time, terms were not
applicable to anthrop.)
Injection: Overview of UNFC in
•
section 1 (could be viewed as part
of an extended Introduction),
Generic Specifications from UNFC
2009 included as Section V
Minerals: Has no Annex and
•
Glossary of terms just like
Geothermal and Bioenergy

Adopted from Mr. Klingbeil
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Problem Statement

Lack of harmonization: Content

Adopted from Mr. Klingbeil
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Recommendation to Harmonize UNFC docs
Incremental approach to achieve consistency and clarity
• common terminology; harmonized scope, contents & structure; EFG definitions
Now

Medium-term

v1.0

v2.0 – limited harmonization,
incremental update of
current resource-specific
specifications

2.0
Title: Harmonized titles
Structure: Common content page + optional
sub-headings in each Specification
Content: retrieved from Specifications 1.0
Terms & definitions: Common glossary +
terms & definition in each Specification

Long-term

v3.0 – full harmonization and
simplification, significant
revision of all UNFC
documents

3.0
Structure: Common content page
Content: Only functional requirements
for project classification.
Terms & definitions: Common glossary
Guideline for e.g. Project evaluation.
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Harmonization of Titles

Use consistent titles which assist understanding of document hierarchy
• UNFC (2019) – Supplementary specifications for bioenergy projects
• UNFC (2019) – Supplementary specifications for geothermal projects
• UNFC (2019) – Supplementary specifications for solar projects
• UNFC (2019) – Supplemental specifications for wind projects
• UNFC (2019) – Supplemental specifications for recycling projects
• UNFC (2019) – Supplemental specifications for injection projects
• UNFC (2019) – Supplemental specifications for minerals projects
• UNFC (2019) – Supplemental specifications for petroleum projects
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v2.0: Limited harmonization
content page

Content Page
Functional specifications for the Content Page across all Specifications 2.0
• Complete transfer of Specification 1.0 content to Specifications 2.0
• Systematizing the Specification 1.0 content and proposing a hierarchical
structure applicable to all Specifications 1.0
• UNFC (2019) headings whenever appropriate + supplementary headings when
needed
• Level 1-2 headings: Mandatory + no supplementary headings accepted.
• Level 3-4 headings: Mandatory + supplementary headings accepted.
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v2.0 Common structure

Level 1 headings

Acronyms and abbreviations
INTRODUCTION
GUIDELINES ON THE APPLICATION OF KEY INSTRUCTIONS IN UNFC
SCOPE
NORMATIVE REFERENCES
TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
GENERAL SCHEME FOR PROJECT CLASSIFICATION
SUPPLEMENTARY SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL
BRIDGING
GLOSSARY
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v2.0 Draft Common structure

Level 1-4 headings

INTRODUCTION
SCOPE
GUIDELINES ON THE APPLICATION OF KEY INSTRUCTIONS IN UNFC
NORMATIVE REFERENCES
TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
GENERAL SCHEME FOR PROJECT CLASSIFICATION
1. Overview
1.1 Categories and sub-categories
1.2 Classes
1.3 Sub-classes
2. Definition of Categories and Sub-categories
SUPPLEMENTARY SPECIFICATIONS
1
Project plan and definition
2
Project evaluation
2.1 Environmental-socio-economic viability
2.2 Technical feasibility
2.3 Level of confidence
3
Project classification
3.1 Classification of projects based on the level of maturity
3.2 Distinction of categories
3.3 Distinction of quantity types
3.4 Additional sub-headings [optional]
4
Project reporting
4.1 Basis for the estimate
4.2 Effective date
4.3 Product
4.4 Reference point
4.5 Aggregation of quantities
4.6. Use of numerical codes
4.7. Unites and conversation factors
4.8. Documentation
4.9 Avoidance of double counting
4.10 Client-specific considerations
4.11 Probability of Discovery [optional]
4.12 Additional sub-headings [optional]
QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL
1.1 Evaluator qualifications
1.2 Ethical standards [optional]
BRIDGING
GLOSSARY

3.2.1 Environmental-socio-economic viability [E1 E2 E3]
3.2.2 Technical feasibility [F1 F2 F3]
3.2.3 Level of confidence [G1 G2 G3 G4]
3.3.1 Potentially produced quantities and undeveloped quantities]
3.2.2 Additional sub-headings [optional]
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v2.0 Expected content

Expected content
Functional specifications for the expected content
• Complete transfer of Specification 1.0 content to Specifications 2.0
• Assigning the Specification 1.0 content to existing sections.
• Adding sub-sections on level 3 and 4 if needed
• Special attention for section “Terms and definitions” and “General scheme for
project classification” < Consider TF recommendations on Glossary, EFG axis
and in Additional Information
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Next steps to Deliver v2.0
Limited Harmonization, medium term

1. Pilot Specifications 2.0 for 2 existing specifications e.g. 1 renewable
specification (bioenergy, geothermal, solar or wind) and one other specification
(anthropogenic, injection, minerals or petroleum)
2. Revise the tiles, content page and the expected content, terminology &
glossary, EFG axis descriptions, based on the experiences from the
previous step.
3. Develop and publish Specifications 2.0 for all other commodities
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Next Steps to deliver v3.0
Full Harmonization, long term
1.

2.

Define contents of revised UNFC (2019) and resource-specific specifications
and identify work required to move all documents to v3.0
• Contents of resource-specific specifications to have common contents
pages and only include functional requirements. Add case studies or
generic examples?
• Adopt a similar level (quality and format) of additional explanation for
EFG categories for each resource-specific specification. Could we
provide universal E axis guidance? Eliminate repetition of EFG text
already contained in UNFC and focus specifications on sector specific
guidance.
• All common material in updated UNFC (2019) and guidelines. Possible
new guidelines e.g. project evaluation, project reporting. If EFG decision
trees are deemed useful, they can be at the UNFC guidance level.
• Decide on what substantive updates are necessary, considering
benefits and costs
Develop and publish v3.0 updates of UNFC (2019), guidelines and resourcespecific specifications

Back to contents page
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EFG Axis
Review and
Recommendations
Gioia Falcone
Soraya Heuss -Assbichler
Aaron Johnson
Markus Klingbeil
Harmen Mijnlieff
Kevin Parks
(in alphabetical order)

EGRM Task Force for the review of
UNFC Resource Specifications
December 2020

EFG - Axis

Different 2009-2019 EFG axes names, Different Classes

2009

2019
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EFG - Axis

UNFC (2019) EFG-axes Descriptions
• The first set of Categories (the E axis) designates the degree of favourability of
environmental-socio-economic conditions in establishing the viability of the
project, including consideration of market prices and relevant legal, regulatory,
social, environmental and contractual conditions.
• The second set (the F axis) designates the maturity of technology, studies and
commitments necessary to implement the project. These projects range from
early conceptual studies through to a fully developed project that is producing,
and reflect standard value chain management principles.
• The third set of categories (the G axis) designates the degree of confidence in
the estimate of the quantities of products from the project.
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EFG - Axis

A Changed EFG relationship to Classes and their Quantities:
Additional Quantities In-place vs. Products Not Developed From Projects

2009

2019

Note: The definition of a class (or sub-classes) in UNFC is as a combination of categories. Some commonlyused classes and sub-classes are given names in UNFC.
• Other combinations of categories may be useful and can be defined – part of the power of UNFC.
• It is the categories which are fundamental and so class descriptions are not sufficient for classification.
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EFG - Axis

Some observations on the variety in the Specifications
Renewable Energy
General

E axis: commercial
or economic
considerations

E-axis:
environmental
considerations

E-axis: social
considerations

F-axis: technical
feasibility
considerations

G-axis: uncertainty
considerations

Geothermal

Injection Projects for
Geological Storage

Solar Energy

Wind Energy

Bioenergy

Recognizes complication
Discussions of commerciality in
that the geothermal energy
Detailed
Straightforward alignment with
view of E-axis are relatively
Detailed
Detailed
source may last longer
specifications on
2009. Comments on role of
incomplete as market for injection specifications on
specifications on
than a Project but
commercial
energy subsidies when
is not well developed so
commercial
commercial
additional Projects may be
considerations in
assessing commerciality.
considerations in E.
necessarily deviates from UNFC considerations in E.
E.
needed to extract
2009.
estimated quantities.

Draft Petroleum

Very detailed
specifications on
commercial
considerations in E.

Anthropogenic

Draft Mineral

Groundwater [in prep.]

Identifies that economic benefits
Bridge to CRIRICO.
are weighed against in-situ values
alignment with 2009, not Introduces the concept of
for non-renewable resources.
further specified. Refers controlling factors (CF) that
Identifies that interfering projects
to the guidance
must be resolved to allow
will exist and constrain new
document
projects to advance or
projects without being economic,
(ECE/ENERGY/GE.3/2018
mature between select
socially, or environmentally
/3) .
classes.
acceptable or subject to
governance or market forces.

Little mention of
environmental
Explicitly states that
Introduces the concept of
paragraph has been
Notes that known
considerations in E-axis
Refers to draft
Notes that known environmental
Only mention of
environmental
controlling factors (CF) that
adapted from the
environmental impediments or
definitions, because
Only mention of
guidance document
impediments or barriers can exist
environmental
considerations are not
must be resolved to allow
Guidelines for
barriers can exist to prevent, explicit cross-reference is
environmental
on accommodating
to prevent, suspend, or terminate a
considerations as
defined in UNFC
projects to advance or
Differentiates application of EApplication of UNFC for
suspend, or terminate a project made to the guidance note
considerations as a
social and
project from proceeding but
a barrier to a
guidance. Offers
mature between select
definitions between renewable
barrier to a Project.
Uranium and Thorium
from proceeding but nothing
on accommodating
environmental
nothing more.
Project.
classes.
considerations applicable
groundwater and renewable
more.
considerations.
Resources
environmental and social
to petroleum projects.
groundwater projects. Uses a
considerations in UNFChydro-physical definition for this
2009
distinction and then embeds a
locally-defined sociohydrologic
Little mention of social
threshold within the classes to
considerations in E-axis
Introduces the concept of help practitioners identify socioNotes that known social
Refers to draft
Explicitly states that
definitions, because
Notes that known social
Detailed
controlling factors (CF) that
environmental acceptability.
impediments or barriers can
Detailed
guidance document social considerations are
importance of nonexplicit cross-reference is impediments or barriers can exist
specifications on
must be resolved to allow
exist to prevent, suspend, or
specifications on
on accommodating
not defined in UNFC
technical and external
made to the guidance note to prevent, suspend, or terminate
social
projects to advance or
terminate a renewable project
social considerations
social and
guidance. Offers
factors are stressed
on accommodating
an injection project from
considerations in
mature between select
in E.
from proceeding but nothing
environmental
considerations applicable
proceeding but nothing more.
E.
classes.
environmental and social
more.
considerations.
to petroleum projects.
considerations in UNFC2009.
In-situ quantities are used for Comments on treatment of
currently non-extractable
unsuccessful test wells in
Brief explanation of
quantities at project location
assessment and
Straightforward
Straightforward
Straightforward
Straightforward
Straightforward discussions
feasibility based on the
due to site constraints as
technology under
Straightforward discussions of
Straightforward discussions of
of Feasibility.
discussions of
discussions of
discussions of
discussions of
Feasibility.
current version of the
Feasibility.
distinguished definitions of
development. Comments
Feasibility.
Feasibility.
Feasibility.
Feasibility.
UNFC
recoverable versus in situ
on the meaning of
quantities for other
additional quantities in situ
commodities in UNFC.
(F4).
Discussion on the
Utilization of the term
recognition of known
Deviates from 2009 definition
"level of confidence" in
versus potential
of G as confidence in
Uncertainties not
the understanding of the
geothermal energy
Hierarchical view of uncertainty,
geological knowledge as well
Uncertainties not
geological but
Uncertainties not Detailed specifications on
Detailed specifications on
Anthropogenic Material
sources where a Known
ranging from hydrological nonas potential recoverability of
geological but pertain
pertain to
geological but
geological viability in the
geological viability in the
characteristics and
Geothermal Energy source Straightforward discussions of
stationarity, conceptual nonthe quantities, narrowing it to
to variability in solar variability in wind, pertain to variability
spirit of the original
spirit of the original sense of
potential for
can be classified with G
geological confidence
uniqueness, parameter
only the confidence in potential
radiation, efficiency
efficiency of
in wind, efficiency of sense of G, including
G, including statements
exploitation of the
categories. Evidence in
assessments in line with UNFC
uncertainty, geochemical
recoverability of the quantities.
of extraction and
extraction and
extraction and
statements about use of
about use of probabilistic
2009.
quantities.
support of resources
uncertainty, and irreducible
methods and language.
Substantial explanation of
volumes produced. viability of project viability of project
probabilistic methods
Differentiation between
sufficient to test and
geological uncertainty on the GLeaks into E axis.
given uncertainties.
and language.
translation of concepts in G
given
the approaches to
axis.
demonstrate a reasonable
uncertainties.
from non-renewables to
determine appropriate
chance of commerciality
renewables.
estimates
defines Known. Otherwise
is potential and G4 is used.
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EFG – Axis and Evolution of Specifications over Time

Do the various Specifications provide sufficient explanations and guidance?

Evaluation of additional EFG
explanations:

evolution of Specifications over time

UNFC Specifications
document

very good

good

insufficient

Year of
issue

UNFC
reference

E-axis

Injection Projects
for Geological
Storage
Renewable Energy
(Generic)

2016

2009

limited

2016

2009

Geothermal

2016

2009

Bioenergy

2017

2009

Anthropogenic
resources

2018

2009

Solar

2019

2019

Wind

2019

2009

includes generic
examples

DRAFT: Mineral
Resources

2020

2019

DRAFT: Petroleum
Resources
Groundwater in
prep.

2020

2019

2021

2019

Reference to CRIRSCO, repeats UNFC definitions of Recommend to add supporting explanations specific to mineral
contexts. Note that UNFC originally was modeled on minerals
axes.
classifications and may better be placed earliest in evolution.
Reference to PRMS, good guidance on economic
evaluation and G-axis
In preparation but already different from other specifications in
to be determined
25
order to contextualize EFG definitions to groundwater, which is
both renewable and nonrenewable and is dynamic, complex.

F-axis

G-axis

Recommendations relating to EFG

Add supporting explanations

by design or intent:
no additional explanations provided
except E.1.1

Eliminate (redundant) document; has been superseded by
various Specification documents
Recommend to improve/expand on description for E1.1
Consider using as a common "template" or standard for all
Specifications

no additional explanations
provided by sub-category

limited

Requires additional supporting explanations to be written

From Good to Great
What stood out?

•

There is variety in definition and detail across the Specifications, partly due to the
evolution over time. The Specifications are not consistent as some reference
UNFC2009 while others were written after publication of UNFC2019.

•

There is more attention given to social and environmental aspects in the newer
Specifications (e.g. Bioenergy, Solar, Wind, Petroleum) but still relatively little
guidance compared to the other factors.

•

Bioenergy has the most comprehensive and detailed EFG explanations and could
be considered a “standard” for others.

•

Petroleum provides good guidance for assessing economic viability and uncertainty
evaluation.

•

Wind Energy contains generic examples and demonstrates how to quantify and
classify wind resources.

•

Geothermal provides useful decision trees for EFG. Geothermal had case studies
published as a separate UN document.
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Recommendations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take the opportunity to assess what can be updated in the UNFC-2019 level specifications vs. updating
approx. 10 depending documents.
Consider the implications of the change in view of quantities from in-place (2009) to not produced (2019).
Take the opportunity to update and elevate basic UNFC guidance (e.g. on definition of a project,
evaluator/competent person, social and environmental considerations) to UNFC-2019 level, so that there
will no longer be need for ad hoc sub-guidance in the resource-specific specifications.
Align EFG definitions with 2019 UNFC. Ensure that they are still fit for purpose and amend if necessary.
For example, social acceptance criteria are not well explained but increasingly important. Could we
provide universal guidance on metrics or standards of evidence in this part of the E-axis? Likewise for
economic and environmental criteria.
Adopt a similar level (quality and format) of additional explanation by sector/resource. This will also help
with comparative review. This can be done by cross-referencing the details in the EFG categories and
subcategories as a starting point and look at gaps and variations.
Eliminate repetition of EFG text already contained in UNFC and focus specifications on sector specific
guidance for classification.
If EFG decision trees are deemed useful, they can be at the UNFC guideline level. The resource
specifications should be congruent with these decision trees in terms of explanatory structure while
allowing for resource-relevant details. (Draft updated decision trees are included in the following slides.)
Development of case studies or generic examples in the Specifications is recommended.
27

Decision Trees for Categorization

Draft updates of decision trees to
assist E, F and G axis categorization
shown on the next 3 slides
These drafts should be reviewed and finalised
before adoption
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Glossary and
Abbreviations
Review and
Recommendations
Jan Bygdevoll, Roger Dixon,
Alistair Jones, Brad Van Gosen

EGRM Task Force for the review of
UNFC Resource Specifications
December 2020

Common Glossary

• A Common Glossary of terms is proposed
•

Proposed terms, definitions and sources of the definitions are shown
• Next 4 slides on “Proposed Common Glossary”
• Many terms and definitions are from UNFC (2019), or from other current
documents.

•

This proposal is a draft
• Consultation will be required to finalise the terms and definitions
• Terms or definitions which are new or revised are highlighted in yellow in
next 4 slides

•

A common glossary will make specifications clearer and more
consistent
• 3 slides on “Supporting Analysis For Common Glossary” show terms used
in current documents and whether these are defined and included in a
glossary
• Much of the proposed terminology and definitions are already used but
some updates are required.
33

Proposed term or definition is
modified or new and so may
require further discussion

Proposed Common Glossary
Proposed terms, definitions and sources of definitions
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Proposed term or definition is
modified or new and so may
require further discussion

Proposed Common Glossary
Proposed terms, definitions and sources of definitions
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Proposed term or definition is
modified or new and so may
require further discussion

Proposed Common Glossary
Proposed terms, definitions and sources of definitions
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Proposed term or definition is
modified or new and so may
require further discussion

Proposed Common Glossary
Proposed terms, definitions and sources of definitions
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Supporting Analysis For Common Glossary
Comparison of current usage and proposed common terms
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Supporting Analysis For Common Glossary
Comparison of current usage and proposed common terms
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Supporting Analysis For Common Glossary
Comparison of current usage and proposed common terms

Reasonable Expectations Reasonable
Expectations

Reference Point

Reasonable
Expectations /
realistic
assumptions
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Prospects
Prospects
Prospects
Prospects
Prospects
Prospects
Prospects
Prospects
Prospects
Prospects
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Reasonable
Time Frame
Timeframe
Timeframe
Timeframe
Timeframe
Time Frame
Time Frame
Timeframe
Time Frame
Timeframe
not used
not used
not used
not used
not used
not used
not used
not used
not used
Mineral
Resources
Reference Point Reference Point Reference Point Reference Point Reference Point Reference Point Reference Point Reference Point Reference Point Reference Point

Resource

Resource

Source

Sources

Specifications
Specifications Document

Specifications
Specifications
Document
Sub-categories
Sub-classes
Système
International
d’Unités
Technical
Feasibility

Reasonable Prospects
Reasonable Time Frame
Recoverable source

Sub-category
Sub-class
Système International
d’Unités
Technical Feasibility

Total Products

Total Products

Reasonable
Expectations

Reasonable
Expectations

Reasonable
Expectations

Reasonable
Expectations

Reasonable
Expectations

Reasonable
expectations

Reasonable
Expectations

Reasonable
Expectations

Resource. Note that in "Resource" is used in a generic sense in some places, but is used in a specific sense in other places. The terms "Producible Quantity" and
"Recoverable Source" are proposed for these specific senses (see above)
Anthropogenic Resource /
Renewable
Geothermal
Bioenergy
Solar source(s) Renewable
Resource source Resource source
material source Reservoir
energy source
energy source
Source
Energy Source
/deposit
(also referred to
/mineral deposit
as wind energy
source)
Specifications
Specifications
Specifications
Specifications
Specifications
Specifications
Specifications
Specifications
Specifications
Specifications
Specifications
Specifications
Specifications
not used
not used
Specifications
not used
not used
Document
Document
Document
Document
Document
Sub-categories Sub-categories Sub-categories Sub-categories Sub-categories Sub-categories Sub-categories Sub-categories Sub-categories
Sub-classes
Sub-classes
Sub-classes
Sub-classes
Sub-classes
Sub-classes
Sub-classes
Sub-classes
Sub-classes
Système
Système
Système
Système
not used
not used
Système
not used
Système
International
International
International
International
International
International
d’Unités
d’Unités
d’Unités
d’Unités
d’Unités
d’Unités
Field project
Field project
Field project
Field project
Field project
Field project
Field project
Technical
Project
status and
status and
status and
status and
status and
status and
status and
Feasibility
Feasibility
feasibility
feasibility
feasibility
feasibility
feasibility
feasibility
feasibility
Total material
Total Geological In situ (in-place) Total initial
Total commodity not used
not used
volume-initially- In situ (in-place)
quantity initially Storage
quantities
quantities in
initially in place
in-place/
quantities
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in place
place
petroleum-inplace

Resource-specific Glossaries
• Some specifications require a resource-specific glossary
•

Additional to the common glossary
• Slide on “Use of Commodity-specific Terms” shows additional terms used
in current documents and whether these are defined and included in a
glossary
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Use of Resource-specific Terms
Comparison of current usage and definition of resource-specific terms
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
• Each specification document should include a section
defining abbreviations
•

Only include abbreviations used in that document
• Slide on “Abbreviations and Acronyms” shows which abbreviations are
used in each current specification document and whether these are
defined
• There are a few abbreviations which will be used in many/all updated
specification documents, but most abbreviations and acronyms are
resource-specific
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Use of Abbreviations and Acronyms

Comparison of current usage and definition of abbreviations and acronyms, and proposal

Back to contents page
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Back to contents page

Additional Material

EGRM Task Force for the review of
UNFC Resource Specifications
December 2020

Recommendation: Update to be
consistent with UNFC (2019)

Axes
Comparison of axis names in current documents
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Recommendation: Update to be
consistent with UNFC (2019)

Classes
Comparison of class names in current documents
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Recommendation: Describe all subclasses as in UNFC (2019). Additional
resource-specific sub-classes can be
included if required

Sub-Classes
Comparison of sub-class names in current documents
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Recommendation: Include the
specification from UNFC (2019).
Additional resource-specific text may be
required in some case

Common Specifications
Comparison of common specifications in current documents
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Recommendation: Include the
specification from UNFC (2019).
Additional resource-specific text may be
required in some case

Common Specifications
Comparison of common specifications in current documents
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Recommendation: Include the
specification from UNFC (2019).
Additional resource-specific text may be
required in some case

Common Specifications
Comparison of common specifications in current documents
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Recommendation: Include resourcespecific specifications if required

Resource-specific Specifications

Comparison of resource-specific specifications in current documents
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Recommendation: These
specifications are no longer
required in updated documents

Back to contents page

Other Specifications
Comparison of other specifications in current documents
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